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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN USING AS THE PROPER 
CONTROL POINT FROM WHICH TO ESTABLISH THE COMMON BOUNDARY 
LINE BETWEEN STRUHS* LOT 38 AND HATANAKA'S LOT 39 OF THE 
LITTLE MOUNTAIN SUBDIVISION NO. 2, EMIGRATION CANYON, 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH, A STEEL PIPE LOCATED IN THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 25 OF THE LITTLE MOUNTAIN 
SUBDIVISION NO. 2, RATHER THAN LOCATING AND USING AS THE 
CONTROL POINT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SECTION 27 OF THE 
SAME SUBDIVISION. 
2. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING HATANAKA'S 
CLAIM FOR SURVEYORS' FEES IN THE SUM OF $2,163.18 AS A 
COST OF TRIAL UNDER RULE 54(d)(1), U.R.C.P. 
STATUTES, ORDINANCES, RULES, ETC. 
54(d) Costs. (1) To Whom Awarded. Except when express 
provision therefor is made either in a statute of this 
state or in these Rules, costs shall be allowed as of 
course to the prevailing party unless the court otherwise 
directs; provided, however, where an appeal or other 
proceedings for review is taken, costs of the action, 
other than costs in connection with such appeal or other 
proceeding for review, shall abide the final determina-
tion of the cause. Costs against the State of Utah, its 
officers and agencies shall be imposed only to the extent 
permitted by law. 
Rule 54(d)(1), U.R.C.P. 
17-23-9 Re-establ ishment of l ines and corners. I t 
shall be the duty of each county surveyor on order of the 
county commissioners to at once re -es tab l i sh missing or 
o b l i t e r a t e d government l ines and corners in his county 
and perpetuate the same by suitable monuments. 
Utah Code Ann. §17-23-9 (1953, as amended). 
57-3-2. Record imparts not ice. Every conveyance, or 
instrument in w r i t i n g a f f e c t i n g real estate, executed, 
acknowledged or proved, and c e r t i f i e d , in the manner 
prescr ibed by t h i s t i t l e , and every patent to lands 
wi th in th is state duly executed and ver i f ied according to 
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law, and every judgment, order or decree of any court of 
record in th is s ta te , or a copy thereof, required by law 
to be recorded in the o f f ice of the county recorder, and 
every f i nanc ing statement which complies wi th the 
p rov is ions of sect ion 70A-9-402 s h a l l , from the time of 
f i l i n g the same w i th the recorder f o r record , impart 
no t i ce to a l l persons of the contents t he reo f ; and 
subsequent purchasers, mortgagees and l ien holders sha l l 
be deemed to purchase and take with not ice. 
Utah Code Ann. §57-3-2 (1953, as amended). 
The boundaries and contents of the several sections, 
ha l f -sect ions, and quarter-sections of the pub l i c lands 
sha l l be ascer ta ined in conformity w i th the fol lowing 
pr inc ip les: 
F i r s t . A l l the corners marked in the surveys, 
returned by the Secretary of the In te r io r or such agency 
as he may des ignate , shall be established as the proper 
corners of sect ions, or subdivisions of sec t i ons , which 
they were intended to des ignate; and the corners of 
half-sect ions and q u a r t e r - s e c t i o n s , not marked on the 
surveys, sha l l be placed as nearly as possible equid i -
stant from two corners which stand on the same l i n e . 
Second. The boundary l i nes , actual ly run and marked 
in the surveys returned by the Secretary of the I n t e r i o r 
or such agency as he may designate, shall be established 
as the proper boundary l ines of the sect ions, or subd iv -
i s i o n s , fo r which they were intended, and the length of 
such l ines , as returned, shall be held and considered as 
the t rue length t h e r e o f . And the boundary l ines which 
have not been a c t u a l l y run and marked sha l l be ascer-
t a i n e d , by running s t r a i g h t l ines from the established 
corners to the opposite corresponding corners ; but i n 
those port ions of the f ract ional townships where no such 
opposite corresponding corners have been or can be f i x e d , 
the boundary l i nes shal l be ascertained by running from 
the established corners due north and south or east and 
west l i n e s , as the case may be, to the watercourse, 
Indian boundary l i n e , or other external boundary of such 
f ract ional township. 
T h i r d . Each sec t ion or subdivision of sect ion, the 
contents whereof have been returned by the Secretary of 
the In te r io r or such agency as he may designate, shall be 
held and considered as conta in ing the exact quan t i t y 
expressed in such r e t u r n ; and the ha l f sect ions and 
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quar te r sec t i ons , the contents whereof shall not have 
been thus re tu rned , sha l l be held and considered as 
conta in ing the one-half or the one-fourth par t , respect-
i ve l y , of the returned contents of the sec t ion of which 
they may make par t . 
43 U.S.C. §752 (1964). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Defendants-Appel lants , K. E. Struhs and Jacquel ine Struhs 
("Struhs" hereaf ter) , appeal from a Judgment (R. 190-193) (see Exh ib i t "A" 
i n Addendum) grant ing P la i n t i f f -Responden t , Tad Hatanaka's ("Hatanaka" 
hereaf ter ) , claim for t respass against Struhs a r i s i n g from a boundary 
dispute between Struhs and Hatanaka (R. 2-5). 
Tr ia l in th is matter was held before the Honorable Bryant H. Croft 
on July 17, 18, 19, and 20, 1984. The t r i a l court rendered i t s Memorandum 
Decision (R. 116-141) (see Exhibit "B" in Addendum) on August 21 , 1984, and 
entered i t s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (R. 168-189) (see 
Exhibit "C" in Addendum) and Judgment (R. 190-193) on November 7, 1984, 
determining the location of the common property l ine between the adjacent 
property of Struhs and Hatanaka and in so doing ruled that Struhs committed 
a trespass on Hatanaka's property. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Struhs and Hatanaka are owners of ad jo in ing parcels of real 
property in L i t t l e Mountain Subdivision No. 2, Emigration Canyon, Salt Lake 
County, Utah ("L.M. Sub." hereafter) (R. 116). Struhs owns a l l of lots 37 
and 38 in the L.M. Sub. and l o t 1 in Ki l lyons Subd i v i s i on , Block I I ("K. 
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Sub." h e r e a f t e r ) . Lot 1 in K. Sub. l i es to the immediate north of lo t 37 
in the L.M. Sub. and K. Sub. l ies to the immediate north of the L.M. Sub. 
(R. 116). (Copies of the L.M. Sub. and K. Sub. plats are found in the 
Addendum as Exhibits "D" and "E" respect ively.) Hatanaka owns l o t s 39 and 
40 and the upper one-half of lo t 41 of the L.M. Sub. Lots 38 and 39 share 
the common boundary l ine between the propert ies. Hatanaka's northernmost 
l o t 39 l i e s to the south of and shares a common boundary l ine with St ruins' 
southernmost l o t 38. 
Both subdivisions are situated in Section 27, TIN, R2E, Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian (R. 116). The commencement po in t f o r L.M. Sub. i s the 
southwest corner of Sect ion 27, wh i le the commencement point for the K. 
Sub. is the northwest corner of Section 27 (R. 116, 117). The U.S. Bureau 
of Land Management surveyed Section 27 in 1881 (R. 117). Both subdivisions 
were plat ted by E.G. Swenson. The L.M. Sub. was recorded i n 1910 at the 
Sa l t Lake County Recorder 's o f f i c e , and the K. Sub. was recorded in 1909 
(R. 117). 
In 1979 Struhs constructed a chain l ink fence which ran north and 
south along the easterly property l ine of the lots and then turns wester ly 
f o r a d is tance of about 45 f e e t . Hatanaka claims the fence in t rudes 
approximately 79 feet onto his frontage and 45 fee t i n t o h is l o t 39 (R. 
117). Hatanaka also claims that Struhs placed a substantial amount of f i l l 
d i r t on the northerly side of the fence extending westerly in to l o t 39 (R. 
117). 
Hatanaka commenced s u i t against Struhs c la iming tha t Struhs 
trespassed upon and wrongfully constructed and maintained the fence and 
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placed the f i l l d i r t on property owned by Hatanaka (R. 2-5) . Hatanaka 
sought i n j u n c t i v e r e l i e f against maintenance of the fence, an order 
r e q u i r i n g i t s removal, and r e s t o r a t i o n of the property to i t s or ig inal 
c o n d i t i o n , at Struhs1 expense, and an award of both compensatory and 
p u n i t i v e damages for Struhs1 trespass and wrongful act ions, and reimburse-
ment for attorney's fees and costs (R. 117). Struhs denies any trespass 
(R. 18-20; 118). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The t r i a l c o u r t ' s Judgment (R. 190-193) and Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law (R. 168-189) stat ing tha t Struhs committed a trespass 
are i nco r rec t and should be reversed. The action should be dismissed for 
Hatanaka's f a i l u re to meet his burden of establ ishing that the property he 
claims Struhs trespassed upon was in Hatanaka's r i gh t fu l possession. 
The basis fo r determining tha t a trespass occurred was from 
evidence recognizing as the control point for the subdivision a steel pipe 
which loca t ion from the evidence given at t r i a l has not been proper ly 
located and as a reference point for the subdivision is contrary to both 
federal and Utah law. The correct location of the boundary l i n e between 
l o t 38 and lo t 39 cannot be properly determined un t i l the Salt Lake County 
Surveyor's o f f ice is ordered to locate, mark, and recognize the southwest 
corner of Section 27. 
The t r i a l court 's Order granting Hatanaka's request for surveyors' 
fees under Rule 54(d)(1), U.R.C.P., was an abuse of i t s d iscret ion and not 




THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN USING AS THE PROPER CONTROL 
POINT FROM WHICH TO ESTABLISH THE COMMON BOUNDARY LINE 
BETWEEN STRUHS1 LOT 38 AND HATANAKA'S LOT 39 OF THE 
LITTLE MOUNTAIN SUBDIVISION NO. 2, EMIGRATION CANYON, 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH, A STEEL PIPE LOCATED IN THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 25 OF THE LITTLE MOUNTAIN 
SUBDIVISION NO. 2, RATHER THAN LOCATING AND USING AS THE 
CONTROL POINT OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SECTION 27 OF 
THE SAME SUBDIVISION. 
A. Int roduct ion. 
Hatanaka's ac t ion against Struhs is fo r the t o r t of trespass. 
Hatanaka did not plead an ac t ion to qu ie t t i t l e , nor did he name as 
defendants the necessary pa r t i es in the L.M. Sub. to quiet t i t l e to the 
p r o p e r t y . See §78-40-1 , et s e q . , Utah Code Ann. (1953, as amended). 
However, the t r i a l c o u r t ' s Judgment determines the ownership r ights to 
property in the L.M. Sub. for not only Hatanaka and St ruhs , but also f o r 
a l l property owners in the L.M. Sub. 
In an ac t ion f o r trespass Hatanaka has the burden of proof in 
establ ishing the elements of trespass including the element t ha t Hatanaka 
had at the time of the alleged trespass the r ight of possession to the land 
which he claims Struhs trespassed upon. See John Price Associates, Inc. v. 
Utah State Conference, 615 P.2d 1210, 1214 (Utah 1980). 
The t r i a l c o u r t ' s Judgment is in e r ro r because the evidence 
presented by Hatanaka neyer establishes Hatanaka's r i gh t of possession t o 
the property which Hatanaka claims Struhs trespassed upon. The evidence 
never establishes by c lear and convincing evidence tha t the fence con-
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st ructed by Struhs and the f i l l d i r t placed upon the property by Struhs 
were ever on property in the r ight fu l possession of Hatanaka. 
Neither party disputes that the start ing point of L.M. Sub is the 
southwest corner of Section 27. As described in the BLM f i e l d notes of 
1881, the place for commencement of the southwest corner of Section 27 is a 
sandstone monument. That monument has never been located (R. 119). At a 
l a t e r t ime, a 6 x 6 cedar post was inserted by the Salt Lake County 
Surveyor at what was thought to be the commencement point of the section 
corner (R. 119). The 6 x 6 cedar post has been recognized and continues to 
be recognized by the Salt Lake County Surveyor's of f ice as the commencement 
point of the southwest corner of Section 27 (R. 588). 
Neither party disputes that the 6 x 6 cedar post is i nco r rec t l y 
located (R. 119). Using the 6 x 6 cedar post as the commencement point of 
the L.M. Sub. results in a sh i f t of the entire subdivision to the east by 
about 107 feet and northward about six feet (R. 119). The true location of 
the southwest corner of Section 27 has not been established and the correct 
contro l point for L.M. Sub, that i s , the southwest corner of Section 27, 
is either lost or obl i terated. 
At t r i a l both par t ies introduced as evidence surveys made subse-
quent to the original survey of the L.M. Sub. As the basis for locat ing 
his property, Hatanaka uses a steel pipe located in the northwest corner of 
lo t 25 of the L.M, Sub. Hatanaka's surveys are- based upon a Utah Department 
of Transportat ion survey p la t map (Exhibi t 25-P), made sometime between 
1932 and 1936, which locates the steel pipe in the northwest corner of Lot 
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25. The s tee l pipe i s never mentioned in the or ig inal survey of the L.M. 
Sub. 
Hatanaka f a i l e d to meet his burden of establ ishing the correct 
l o ca t i on of the l o s t or o b l i t e r a t e d southwest corner of Sect ion 27. 
I ns tead , his measurements are made from the steel pipe which never t ies in 
nor relates to the commencement point of the subd iv i s ion and the other 
sec t ion corners of the subdivision. The use of the steel pipe now estab-
lishes boundary l ines for property owners in the L.M. Sub. which were not 
made par t i es to th is act ion. Hatanaka's surveys are in con f l i c t with th is 
Court's previous ru l ings, and seeks to vary the or ig inal survey work done 
on the property. 
S t ruhs ' survey (Exh ib i t 88-P) measures his property from the 
northwest corner monument of Section 27. This monument is the o r i g i n a l 
sec t ion corner es tab l ished by the Bureau of Land Management in the early 
1900's. Struhs maintains that th is survey establishes the "best f i t " to the 
ex is t ing plat map of the L.M. Sub. as recorded by the or ig inal surveyors in 
1910. Struhs also maintains that un t i l the southwest corner of Sect ion 27 
i s c o r r e c t l y determined and recognized by the Salt Lake County Surveyor's 
o f f i c e , there can not be a determination as to whether Struhs committed a 
trespass against Hatanaka because the correct boundary l ine is not known. 
At issue before the Court is the location of the common boundary 
l i n e between l o t 38 and l o t 39, the means used to locate the common 
boundary l i n e , and whether Hatanaka sustained his burden in e s t a b l i s h i n g 
the location of the boundary l i n e . 
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B. Lost or Obli terated Corners. 
Under Utah law i t is the statutory duty of the county surveyor to 
re-establ ish missing or ob l i terated government l ines and corners. 
17-23-9 Re-establishment of l ines and corners. - I t shall 
be the duty of each county surveyor on order of the 
county commissioners to at once re -es tab l i sh missing or 
o b l i t e r a t e d government l i nes and corners in his county 
and perpetuate the same by suitable monuments. 
Utah Code Ann. §17-23-9 (1953, as amended). 
This duty l ies solely with the county surveyor. O f f i c i a l govern-
ment surveys cannot be changed in a dispute over boundary l ines between 
i n d i v i d u a l s . Barbizon of Utah, Inc . , v. General Oil Co., 24 Utah 2d 321, 
471 P.2d 148, 150 (1970) (quoting with approval, Vaught v. McClymond, 116 
Mont. 542, 155 P.2d 612, 619 (1945)) See also, Henrie v. Hyer, 92 Utah 
530, 70 P.2d 154, 157 (1937). 
The 6 x 6 cedar post is i n c o r r e c t l y located as the commencing 
po in t of the southwest corner of Section 27, and yet continues to be 
recognized by the Sa l t Lake County Surveyor's o f f i ce as the commencement 
point of the L.M. Sub. (R. 588). The l oca t i on of the corner is e i t h e r 
l o s t or ob l i t e ra ted . The t r i a l court never made a f inding stat ing whether 
the southwest corner was e i t h e r " l o s t " or " o b l i t e r a t e d . " In Cornia v. 
Putnam, 26 Utah 2d 354, 489 P.2d 1001, 1005 (1971), the fa i l u re of the 
t r i a l court to determine whether a corner was lost or obl i terated caused 
th i s Court to reverse the t r i a l c o u r t s decision and remand the case fo r a 
new t r i a l . 
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The distinction between a lost or obliterated corner and the 
reason why the distinction makes a difference is set forth in the Cornia 
opinion. 
In the relocation or re-establishment of government 
corners, there is a d is t inc t ion drawn between an o b l i t e r -
ated corner and a l os t corner ; i n the former, the 
invest igat ion is directed toward the determination of i t s 
o r i g i n a l l o c a t i o n ; wh i le in the l a t t e r , the corner is 
relocated by a new survey. An obl i terated corner may be 
def ined as one where no v is ib le evidence remains of the 
work of the or ig ina l surveyor in e s t a b l i s h i n g i t . I t s 
l o c a t i o n , however, may have been preserved beyond a l l 
question by acts of landowners and by the memory of those 
who knew and r e c o l l e c t the t rue s i t u s of the or ig inal 
monument. In such a case, i t is not a l o s t corner . A 
l o s t corner is one whose posit ion cannot be determined, 
beyond a reasonable doubt, ei ther from or ig ina l marks or 
r e l i a b l e external evidence. A los t corner is one which 
cannot be replaced by reference to any e x i s t i n g data or 
sources of information, although i t is not necessary that 
evidence of i t s physical location may be seen or that one 
who has seen the marked corner be produced. A corner 
w i l l not be regarded as lost where i t may be located by 
f i e l d notes referr ing to discoverable natural objects. 
Cornia, 489 P.2d at 1005-06. 
In the i ns tan t a c t i o n , the t r i a l court never determined whether the 
southwest corner of Section 27 was lost or ob l i t e ra ted . Instead, the t r i a l 
court rendered i t s Judgment based on subsequent surveys which never located 
the or ig ina l corner and which used as a point of commencement the s tee l 
pipe located in the northwest corner of lo t 25. 
In locating the southwest corner of section 27, the law requ i res 
t ha t the sec t ion corner es tab l i shed in the or ig inal survey be the f i r s t 
po in t of reference. In Barbizon of Utah, I nc . , 471 P.2d at 150, the Court 
c i tes with approval the Vaught, supra, opinion s ta t ing : 
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But the government surveys are, as a matter of law, the 
best evidence; and, i f the boundaries of land are clearly 
es tab l i shed thereby , other evidence is superfluous and 
may be excluded; the best evidence is the corners 
a c t u a l l y f ixed upon the ground by the government survey-
or, in default of which the f i e l d notes and p la ts come 
nex t , unless sa t i s fac to ry evidence is produced that the 
corner was actual ly located upon the ground at a po in t 
d i f fe rent from that stated in the f i e l d notes. 
See a l s o , Appeal by Martin Childers v. Hoffer, 177 Kan, 174, 277 P.2d 625 
(1954). The southwest corner of Section 27 has never been used as a point 
of reference because no one has compelled the Salt Lake County Surveyor 's 
o f f i ce to f ind the correct location of the corner. 
The law also requires that a section corner which is e i t h e r l o s t 
or o b l i t e r a t e d be ret raced using the established corners in the subdiv i -
s ion. The other section corners must be considered in e s t a b l i s h i n g the 
southwest corner of section 27. 
The boundaries and contents of the several sections, 
hal f -sect ions, and quarter-sections of the pub l ic lands 
sha l l be ascer ta ined in conformity w i th the fol lowing 
pr inc ip les: 
F i r s t . A l l the corners marked in the surveys, 
returned by the Secretary of the In te r io r or such agency 
as he may des ignate , shall be established as the proper 
corners of sections, or subdivisions of sec t i ons , which 
they were intended to des ignate; and the corners of 
half-sections and q u a r t e r - s e c t i o n s , not marked on the 
surveys, sha l l be placed as nearly as possib le equ i -
distant from two corners which stand on the same l i n e . 
Second. The boundary l i nes , actual ly run and marked 
in the surveys returned by the Secretary of the I n t e r i o r 
or such agency as he may designate, shall be established 
as the proper boundary l ines of the sections, or subdiv-
i s i o n s , fo r which they were intended, and the length of 
such l i nes , as returned, shall be held and considered as 
the t rue length t h e r e o f . And the boundary l ines which 
have not been ac tua l l y run and marked sha l l be ascer-
t a i n e d , by running s t r a i g h t l ines from the established 
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corners to the opposi te corresponding corners; but in 
those portions of the f ract ional townships where no such 
opposite corresponding corners have been or can be f i xed , 
the boundary l ines shall be ascertained by running from 
the es tab l ished corners due north and south or east and 
west l i n e s , as the case may be, to the watercourse, 
Ind ian boundary l i n e , or other external boundary of such 
f ract ional township. 
T h i r d . Each sec t ion or subdivision of sect ion, the 
contents whereof have been returned by the Secretary of 
the In te r io r or such agency as he may designate, shall be 
held and considered as con ta in ing the exact quan t i t y 
expressed in such r e t u r n ; and the ha l f sect ions and 
quarter sect ions, the contents whereof sha l l not have 
been thus re tu rned , sha l l be held and considered as 
containing the one-half or the one-fourth par t , respect -
i v e l y , of the returned contents of the section of which 
they may make par t . 
43 U.S.C. §752 (1964). 
The t r i a l c o u r t ' s use of the steel pipe as a reference point for the L.M. 
Sub. f a i l s to take into consideration the other exist ing section corners in 
the L.M. Sub. and the sect ion corners of e i t h e r the L i t t l e Mountain 
Subdivision 1 or K. Sub. 
The leading Utah case discussing the use of subsequent surveys is 
Washington Rock Co., v. Young, 29 Utah 108, 80 P. 382 (1905). This action 
concerned a controversy over a l os t boundary or survey. The part ies 
owned adjacent land and were in dispute over the locat ion of the boundary 
l i ne between the i r two propert ies. Each party presented testimony concern-
ing con f l i c t i ng surveys to determine the correct locat ion of the proper ty 
l i n e . The issue presented to the Court was which survey correct ly deter-
mined the o r i g i n a l corner from which the property boundary could be 
determined. 
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This Court set forth the following general rule: 
The law is well settled that an original survey of lands, 
upon the faith of which property rights have been based 
and acquired, controls over surveys subsequently made 
which injuriously affect such rights. 
Washington Rock, 80 P. at 385. 
The Court ruled that the original survey should be retraced through the 
original field notes of the surveyor. The Court states at 386: 
Where the monuments of corners, which, if standing would 
fix the boundaries of a tract of land, are lost, as in 
this instance, but the corner monument, from which the 
initial survey was made, remains intact, such monument, 
in the absence of other controlling evidence of the 
original survey which will protect the property rights 
acquired on the faith of that survey, and which will be 
more likely to restore the original lines and monuments, 
should be resorted to and adopted as the beginning point 
of subsequent surveys of the same tract of land. 
The use of subsequent surveys should not be made to dispute the 
correctness of or to control the original survey, but should be used to 
furnish legitimate proof as to where the lost lines or monuments were so as 
to aid the court in determining the exact location of the original survey. 
Washington Rock, 80 P. at 386. 
Additionally, in determining the location of a lost or obliterated 
corner, a court should adopt a subsequent survey which more correctly fits 
the original government survey which located the section corners. Glenn v. 
Whitney, 116 Utah 267, 209 P.2d 257, 262 (1949). 
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C. Testimony at T r i a l . 
Both parties used surveys as evidence to establish the location of 
the common boundary between l o t 38 and l o t 39. Among other th ings the 
test imony estab l ishes tha t (1) the county surveyor is the proper legal 
authori ty to re-establ ish lost or obl i terated government co rners ; (2) not 
one of the surveys locates the l os t or o b l i t e r a t e d southwest corner of 
Section 27; and (3) Hatanaka's surveyors could not s ta te tha t the s tee l 
pipe located in the northwest corner of lo t 25 is correct ly located as a 
reference point for ei ther l o t 25 or the L.M. Sub. 
Hatanaka's expert surveyors each use the steel pipe as the control 
point from which to measure the common boundary l ine between lo t 38 and lo t 
39. There is no test imony to establish that the steel pipe is correct ly 
located in the northwest corner of lo t 25 or that the steel pipe d i r e c t l y 
t ies into the lost or obl i terated southwest corner of Section 27. 
The testimony indicates that the use of the pipe as a reference 
po in t o r i g i na ted from the Utah Department of Transportation's 1936 survey 
plat map (Exhibit 25-P) . The s ta te survey p la t was never a proper ly 
recorded public document to give constructive notice to the property owners 
in the L.M. Sub. as requi red under Utah Code Ann. §57-3-2 (1953, as 
amended). 
The f i r s t surveyor to t es t i f y on behalf of Hatanaka was Robert B. 
Jones. Jones t e s t i f i e d that he works for Bush and Gudgell and supervises 
a l l land surveys (R. 423, 424). Jones performed a survey for Hatanaka in 
January, 1983, to determine the property l ine between lo t 38 and lo t 39 (R. 
425; Exh ib i t 39-P). The steel pipe was used by Jones as the control point 
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for his survey (R. 425, 446). 
Jones t e s t i f i e d that Bush and Gudgell takes the posit ion that the 
s ta r t ing point of the subd iv i s ion is c o r r e c t l y located as drawn on the 
s ta te survey p la t map (Exhibit 25-P) (R. 453, 469). Jones t e s t i f i e d that 
Mr. Gudgell, while not employed for the county (R. 476), located and showed 
him the pipe (R. 449) . Gudgell then made reference to Jones of the state 
survey plat map. The map indicates the p ipe 's l o ca t i on in the northwest 
corner of lo t 25 (R. 449). Jones f i r s t examined the map in 1951 (R. 450). 
Jones t e s t i f i e d that he attempted to use the pipe as a reference 
po in t from which to t i e the commencing point of the subdivision to the 6 x 
6 cedar post shown on the o r i g i n a l Cassi ty Plat of the subd iv i s ion (R. 
450) . Using the pipe as a reference point , Jones t e s t i f i e d that the 6 x 6 
post was off by some 107 feet east and west and about 5 1/2 feet north and 
south from where he determined the commencing point of the southwest corner 
of Section'27 should be (R. 450). 
Jones never located the or ig inal s ta r t ing point of the southwest 
corner of Section 27 (R. 450). Jones assumed tha t the pipe was proper ly 
located at the northwest corner of lo t 25 and stated that the 6 x 6 cedar 
post was not the correct control point for the southwest corner of Sect ion 
27 (R. 450-454). 
On cross-examinat ion Jones t e s t i f i e d that he had no knowledge of 
who o r ig ina l l y placed the pipe in i t s posit ion (R. 473). He also acknow-
ledged tha t the county surveyor is the e n t i t y who has the authority to 
locate and es tab l i sh sect ion corners and tha t whoever made the s ta te 
survey p la t map (Exhibit 25*P) had no o f f i c i a l authority to set the corner 
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t ha t the subd iv i s ion is t i ed to as ref lected in the state survey plat map 
(R. 475). 
Jones also t e s t i f i e d on cross examination tha t the o r i g i n a l 
Cassity Plat Map of the subdivision (Exhibit 40-P) did not make mention of 
any pipe as a reference point (R. 478, 479). Jones also t e s t i f i e d that on 
at least a dozen occasions, he had requested the county to recognize the 
change in the southwest corner of Section 27 as ref lected by the measure-
ments using the steel pipe and that such recognition or o f f i c i a l change of 
the corner Section 27 has never been made (R. 479, 480). 
F ina l l y , Jones t e s t i f i e d that the va l i d i t y of his survey depended 
on the va l i d i t y of the location of the pipe being used as a measuring point 
for the s ta r t ing point of the section corner. Jones had done noth ing t o 
loca te the southwest corner of Sect ion 27 and indicated that the 6 x 6 
cedar post was not located in the correct corner f o r the subd iv i s ion (R. 
482, 483). 
Hatanaka's second surveyor was C. James Schuchert (R. 491) . 
Schuchert is employed by C.J. Schuchert and Assoc ia tes , a land surveying 
f i r m (R. 492) . Schuchert d id a survey for Hatanaka in 1979 when he was 
employed with Coon, King, and Knowlton (R. 493, 494). Schuchert 's survey 
(Exh ib i t 64-P) used the steel pipe located at the northwest corner of lo t 
25 as a reference point . (R. 499, 509, 519). Schuchert t e s t i f i e d tha t h is 
survey fo r Hatanaka was made as an addit ion to a survey he previously did 
for George McMillian in 1975. McMi l l ian is a neighbor to the immediate 
south of Hatanaka. In his survey, Schuchert t i ed the steel pipe into a 
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Q So, your survey, as does a l l the other surveys 
heretofore admitted, depends on the locat ion, va l i d i t y of 
the location of the i ron pipe? 
A Iron pipe and other physical features which are shown 
on that plat such as fences, roads, homes. 
Q But i f the i ron pipe was not the proper con t ro l 
po int , then i t would not cont ro l the loca t ions of the 
lots as you have them here; i s n ' t that correct? 
A I f I d idn ' t have the i ron pipe I would revert to the 
6 x 6 post and I would see the subdivision considerably 
east and north of i t s location as I have shown i t on that 
p l a t . 
Q Is there any evidence recorded at the Sal t Lake 
County Recorder 's O f f i ce or the Sa l t Lake County 
Surveyor's Off ice indicat ing that you should use the pipe 
as you have described as a control point in your survey-
ing in that subdivision? 
A Just the documents that we have from the recorder's 
o f f i c e , var ious numbers of deeds a l l u d i n g to an i r o n 
pipe, northwest corner of Lot 25. 
Q There is no o f f i c i a l sanct ions by the county 
surveyor's o f f i ce that establishes that as a commencement 
point? 
A Not that I'm aware of. 
Larsen also stated that he had no knowledge as to who or ig ina l l y placed the 
pipe, and whether i t was correct ly located on lo t 25 (R. 543). 
The f i r s t witness cal led by Struhs to t e s t i f y as to the location 
of the common boundary l ine between lo t 38 and l o t 39 was Robert Smeltzer, 
the d i v i s i o n d i r e c t o r of the Salt Lake County Surveyor's o f f i ce . Smeltzer 
t e s t i f i e d that i t is the duty of the county surveyor to es tab l i sh con t ro l 
po in ts fo r measurement of corner sections in subdivisions (R. 604, 608). 
In 1963 the county surveyor's o f f i ce was requested to ver i fy the commence-
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point of the northwest corner of Section 27, the commencement point of the 
K. Sub. (Exhibit 88-P). The location of the northwest corner of Section 27 
is verifiable with the original B.L.M. field notes and the original Cassity 
Plat (Exhibit 40-P) (R. 686-688). 
From the control point of the northwest corner of Section 27, 
Stuercke measured the boundaries of Struhs property and traced the loca-
tions of lot 38 and lot 39 (R. 691). Stuercke testified that the K. Sub. 
and the L.M. Sub. have an overlap (R. 692, 693). 
Stuercke testified that he never attempted to find the starting 
point of the L.M. Sub. (R. 697), but that the K. Sub. and the L.M. Sub. 
should be contiguous because lot 1 in K. Sub. and lot 37 in the L.M. Sub. 
should have the same point of commencement (R. 694, 699). 
Finally, Stuercke testified that Struhs' fence is approximately 20 
feet to the south of the boundary line between lot 38 and lot 39. The 
basis for the determination was Stuercke's using the measuring control 
point of the northwest corner of Section 27 and then measuring the property 
descriptions as given to him from the deeds of Struhs. Stuercke testified 
that because of the measurement of the L.M. Sub. being 5,272.06 feet and 
that in fact there is only 5,225.86 feet, there is a shortage in the 
subdivision for all property owners in the subdivision to the south of 
Struhs1 property (R. 702-705). Stuercke states the deficiency in the 
subdivision has to be taken up somewhere and that in his survey it is 
taken up by the property owners to the south of Struhs (R. 704, 705). 
However, the same statement can be made in applying the steel pipe 
as the control point of the L.M. Sub. Someone in the subdivision has to 
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What is c lear from the testimony is that the 6 x 6 cedar post is 
not the correct commencement point for the southwest corner of Lot 27. The 
o r i g i n a l sandstone as was marked in the or ig inal survey in 1881 no longer 
ex i s t s . I f the 6 x 6 cedar post is used as the point of reference fo r the 
subdiv is ion, then the exist ing boundaries in the subdivision sh i f t approxi-
mately 107 fee t . 
The t rue l oca t i on of the southwest corner of Section 27 has not 
been determined. The t r i a l court fa i l ed to make a f ind ing as to whether the 
southwest corner of Sect ion 27 i s e i t h e r lost or ob l i te ra ted . The Salt 
Lake County Surveyor has never been ordered to determine the co r rec t 
location for the southwest corner of Section 27. 
I f the commencement point of the L.M. Sub. is the s tee l pipe as 
i d e n t i f i e d in the Utah Department of Transportation survey plat map and as 
found by the t r i a l court in i t s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
then several conclusions can be reached. F i r s t , the steel pipe becomes the 
con t ro l l i ng po in t of reference f o r the L.M. Sub. w i thout the requ i red 
s t a t u t o r y approval by the Sa l t Lake County Surveyor. Second, the new 
commencement point does not take i n t o cons idera t ion the l o c a t i o n of the 
other sect ion corners, which is contrary to both federal statutes and Utah 
law. No one disputes that the subdivision contains a shortage in p rope r t y . 
However, w i th the s tee l pipe as the con t ro l l i ng point of reference, the 
steel pipe does not equate w i th the other sec t ion corners in the sub-
d i v i s i o n and w i th the commencement points of L i t t l e Mountain Subdivision 
No. 1 and the K. Sub. 
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Struhs objected to the t o t a l sun claimed by Hatanaka except for 
$526.06, which ref lected the statutory mandated witness fees , reasonable 
expendi tures fo r depos i t ions used at t r i a l and those fees which were 
required to be paid to the court dur ing the course of the l i t i g a t i o n . 
(R.203-211). The Honorable John A. Rokich disallowed the majority of the 
costs claimed by Hatanaka, but did allow for the claimed surveyors' fees in 
the sum of $2,163.18. 
The t r i a l court abused i t s d i s c r e t i o n and the i n t e n t of ru le 
54(d)(1) , U.R.C.P., in granting the surveyors' fees. These fees are not a 
cost of l i t i g a t i o n as contemplated by the ru le . 
Utah Rule of C i v i l Procedure 54(d)(1) authorizes the t r i a l cour t 
to award costs to a prevai l ing party. This Court in in terpret ing that rule 
has drawn on the d i s t i n c t i o n between l e g i t i m a t e and taxable costs as 
contemplated under Rule 54 (d ) (1 ) , and other expenses of l i t i g a t i o n which 
may be necessary which are not properly taxable as costs. See Frampton v. 
Wilson, 605 P.2d 771 (Utah 1980). 
The Frampton case involves a prevai l ing party 's attempt to recover 
p ro fess iona l fees fo r expert w i tnesses, expenses incurred in preparing 
photographs, documents, and e x h i b i t s f o r t r i a l and other miscel laneous 
expenses. This Court re jec ted the awarding of those costs and defined 
costs as contemplated in Rule 54(d)(1), as "those fees which are requ i red 
to be paid to the court and to wi tnesses, and fo r which the s ta tu tes 
authorize to be included in the judgment." Frampton, 605 P.2d at 774. The 
Court fur ther states: 
There is a d is t inc t ion to be understood between the l e g i -
t imate and taxab le "cos ts " and other "expenses," of 
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properly taxable as costs. Consistent with that d i s t i nc -
t i o n , the courts hold that expert witnesses can be not be 
awarded extra compensation unless the s t a t u t e expressly 
so provides. 
The same principle applies to the extra expense incurred 
in serving the subpoena on the insurance company and to 
the miscellaneous expenses of $395 for the contour model, 
the photographs and the certified copies of documents.,, 
However, t h e 1 !: a c I t h a t t his C o u i t I i a s , i >•»• - • 5 u c I i 
circumstances, approved the taxing of deposi t ions, which 
relate to the examination of witnesses whose testimony is 
deemed essential to the t r i a l , and taken fo r p o t e n t i a l 
use as testimony in the t r i a l , was not intended and 
should not be taken as opening the door to other expenses 
of the character here claimed by the p l a i n t i f f as costs. 
Frampton, 605 P.2d at 7 74. 
H.I' 4 n ^ o - ' i " -* M -
 t " Hatanaka's j repara' ion r 
•
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models ifi : — - • ., , Frampton, T . * *. „-
re jec ted t r.*- » r I.,-* 'hose expenses, as >sts to be taxed pu' . jd-'t 
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s h o u 1 a :/•• s et ' i _ j ' led Jb „usts
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CONCLUSION 
The Judgment should be reversed and the ac t ion dismissed fo r 
Hatanaka's f a i l u re to meet his burden of establ ishing that the property he 
claims Struhs trespassed upon was in Hatanaka's r i gh t fu l possession. 
In the a l te rna t i ve , the ac t ion should be remanded to the t r i a l 
c o u r t . The Salt Lake County Surveyor should be ordered to locate the lost 
or ob l i terated southwest corner of Section 27. A survey should be done by 
the county surveyor's o f f i ce to relocate the missing or obl i terated corner 
taking into proper consideration the es tab l i shed sect ion corners in the 
L.M. Sub. and the conmencing points of the other subdivisions. Only when 
that determination is made by the county surveyor can the boundary l i nes 
f o r a l l property owners in the L.M. Sub., along wi th the boundary l ine 
between lo t 38 and lo t 39, be properly determined. 
The t r i a l court 's Order granting Hatanaka's surveyors' fees under 
Rule 54(d)(1) , U.R.C.P., should also be reversed. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED th is 23rd day of A p r i l , 1985. 
BIELE, HASLAM & HATCH 
ROY/?. HASLAM & 
r^n 
PAUL D.'VEASY 
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants i-  
JOriR WALSH ^ 
Attorney for Defendants-Appellants 
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of the firm of Biele, Haslam & Hatch appearing on behalf of 
defendants; and the Court, having reviewed and considered the 
pleadings on file herein, the exhibits presented at trial, the 
testimony of the witnesses and the parties, the final arguments 
of counsel, and having issued its Memorandum Decision, and 
entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of law, and being 
fully advised in the premises, and good cause appearing, it is 
hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that a mandatory perman-
ent injunction in favor of plaintiff and against defendants is 
granted. Defendants are hereby ordered to permanently: 
1. Remove, without further demand by plaintiff, and 
as soon as weather conditions permit, the southernmost 73 feet 
of their fence which runs along the west side of Emigration 
Canyon Road and the adjoining approximate 45 feet of fence 
which runs westward therefrom into plaintiff's Lot 39; 
2. As soon as weather conditions permit, and within 
a reasonable time after written demand from plaintiff, should 
plaintiff elect to make such demand, remove all dirt and debris 
that defendants have placed to the north of said approximate 45 
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JACQUELINE STRUHS, his wife, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 




The above-entitled case came on for trial before the Court 
on July 17, 18 & 19, 1984 with final arguments being heard on 
July 20, 1984. John S. Chindlund appeared as counsel for plaintiff, 
and Roy Go Haslam appeared as counsel for defendants. After 
argument of counsel, the Court took the case under advisement 
and now renders its decision thereon. 
Plaintiff is the owner of Lots 39, 40 and the northerly 
half of Lot 41 of Little Mountain Subdivision No.2 in Emigration 
Canyon. Defendants are the owners of Lots 37 and 38 of said 
subdivision with Lots 38 and 39 being contiguous to each other. 
Defendants also own Lot 1 in Killyons Subdivision, Block II, 
which subdivision lies to the north of Little Mountain Subdivision 
No. 2. Both subidivisons are situated in Section 27, TIN, R2E, 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian. The beginning point for Little 
Mountain No. 2 is the southwest corner of Section 27, while 
r 
* M q' 
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the beginning point for Killyon is the northwest corner of Section 
27. Both subdivisions were platted by E. G. Swenson with the 
former being recorded in 1910 and the latter in 1909 in the 
Salt Lake County Recorder's Office. Copies of the original 
survey notes prepared by the U. S. Bureau of Land Management 
on its survey of Section 27 in 1881 were received into evidence. 
The case involves a boundary line dispute between the parties 
with respect to the location of the common boundary line between 
lots 38 and 39. Plaintiff acquired lot 39 in 1966 by purchase. 
Defendants acquired lot 38 by a quit claim deed dated June 27, 
1962. The action arises out of the fact that in 1979 defendants 
undertook to construct a chain link fence which ran north and 
south along the easterly line of the subdivision lots lying 
west of Emigration Canyon Road, which plaintiff contends fences 
off about 79 feet of the frontage of his lot 39, and then turns 
westerly for a distance of about 45 feet into what plaintiff 
claims is his lot 39. Plaintiff also contends that defendant 
Struhs placed a substantial amount of fill dirt on the northerly 
side of that part of the fence extending westerly into lot 39. 
Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief against maintenace of the 
fence upon his lot 39, seeks an order requiring its removal 
and the repair of any damage to lot 39 by reason of its construction, 
general and punitive damages, and attorney's fees. 
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Defendants by their Answer deny the chain link fence is 
built in front of or into lot 39 and alleges as an affirmative 
defense that the property on which the fence was built is all 
a part of lot 38 owned by them. 
The thrust of the evidence presented during the trial was 
towards the establishment of the location of the common boundary 
line between lots 38 and 39. At the conclusion of the trial 
defendants contended that plaintiff had failed to prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the fence built by defendants 
did in fact intrude upon plaintiff's property and had thus failed 
to prove a trespass for which injunctive relief or damages could 
be awarded. In so contending defendants asserted that plaintiff 
failed to meet his burden of proof because markers used by the 
surveyor witnesses called by plaintiff were not valid, legal 
markers or monuments from which the location of the common boundary 
between lots 38 and 39 could be truly determined. The credibility 
of the evidence presented is a contested issue upon which the 
decision in the case must turn. 
An attack is made by defendants of the use by plaintiff's 
witnesses of a steel pipe said to be located at the southwest 
corner of Lot 26, which is also the northwest corner of lot 
25, of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 and presumed by such 
witnesses to be accurately located at such corner. Much of 
the evidence and testimony offered by plaintiff involved the 
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use of the iron pipe as a marker from which surveys of lots 
in Little Mountain Subdivision No, 2 were made. 
As noted supra, the beginning point of that subdivision 
as platted in 1910 was the southwest corner of Section 27. 
A problem exists by reason of the fact that the sandstone monument 
which the BLM 1881 field notes identify as being the location 
of said southwest corner has never been located. Because of 
such fact sometime along the way the Salt Lake County Surveyor, 
who is recognized as having statutory authority for relocating 
or re-establishing section corner monuments, inserted a 6" x 
6" cedar post in the ground and declared it to be the southwest 
corner of Section 27. Regardless of such location by the county 
surveyor, all witnesses testifying at the trial were unanimous 
in their conclusions that that cedar post could not be the beginning 
point of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 because such location 
does not fit any subdivision survey and using it as a starting 
point for the subdivision results in a shift of the entire sub-
division to the east of about 107 feet and northward about six 
feet, leaving the homes of some of the owners of the west lots 
of the subdivision outside off or upon the west boundary line 
of, the subdivision. Nothing fits in surveys made when the 
cedar post is used as the beginning point of the subdivision. 
I stated at the end of the trial and before argument that it 
was clear from the evidence that the cedar post could not be 
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the beginning point for the subdivision and that the county 
surveyor could not by establishing it as the southwest corner 
of Section 27 thereby move the beginning point of the subdivision 
to that postf when, in fact, the beginning point of the subdivision 
as platted in 1910 was elsewhere. I so then ruled and no argument 
was heard on that issue. 
The original BLM field notes of the 1881 survey of Section 
27 recite that the surveyor had installed a sandstone monument 
at the southwest corner of Section 27. Each of the witnesses 
who testified concerning that corner stated that such sandstone 
marker had never been located. Robert Smeltzer, an employee 
of the Salt Lake County Surveyor's office since 1966, was called 
by defendants as a witness and was questioned as to what the 
county surveyor had done to locate the southwest corner of Section 
27. Smeltzer testified employees of that office had removed 
the cedar post, and dug down three feet to find the sandstone 
monument, but had found nothing. He stated they were now working 
to verify the southwest corner of Section 27; that they had 
found the west 1/4 corner of Section 34, which was 2658.66 feet 
from the cedar post; that no other corners had been located 
and that office was still looking; that a monument with a "W" 
on it as referred to in the BLM notes had not been found; that 
there has been no east-west verification by the surveyor's office; 
that no work had been done to locate the beginning point of 
ISO 
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Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2; that he had no knowledge 
of where Swenson had set his point of beginning for Little Mountain 
No. 2; that he did not believe the point where the cedar post 
had been placed was the point used as the beginning of that 
subdivision; that he could not state that the cedar post is 
at the original southwest corner of Section 27 as located by 
the BLM survey of 1881; that he had no knowledge of any endeavor 
of the county to locate lot corners in Little Mountain No. 2; 
and that he had no knowledge of any use ever being made by the 
county of the steel pipe at the southwest corner of Lot 26 in 
any of its surveys. 
The plaintiff called various witnesses and presented many 
exhibits in his effort to meet his burden of proof as to the 
location of the common boundary between lots 38 and 39 and the 
alleged trespass onto 39 by defendants. Norman Andreason testified 
he purchased lot 26 (located on the east side of the canyon 
roadway) in September/ 1949 and said the steel pipe was in place 
at its southwest corner at the time of purchase. 
Joseph YaroZ/ a cadasteral surveyor for the Utah State 
Department of Transportation (DOT), testified the DOT was involved 
in a survey of Emigration Canyon in 1932 to 1936 and he produced 
a field book of the state's survey of the highway which related 
to the lower part of the survey through Little Mountain Subdivision 
No. 2/ not including lots 25/ 38 or 31., together with a plat 
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of the highway showing real property acquired by the state through 
purchase, but not that acquired through condemnation action. 
Varoz testified the field notes contain a drawing of the southwest 
corner of Section 27 and that the state surveyors found the 
cedar post installed by the county and used it as a tie to monuments 
for road stations. He also testified the original BLM notes 
contained data showing that in going north between sections 
27 and 28 (west section line of 27) distances measured were 
two chains to conglomerate rock, four chains to a 50 foot high 
wall, 18 chains to the top of a north-south ridge, 40 chains 
to a point where a sandstone marker 16"x9"x8" was set for the 
west 1/4 corner by which a mound of stones was erected, and 
80 chains to the corner for sections 21, 22, 27 and 28 (the 
northwest corner of 27) where a limestone monument ^"x^'xe" 
was set with stated markings and a stone mound alongside. 
Varoz testified the DOT field book notes agreed with the 
original BLM notes, and that the BLM notes contained calls from 
the southwest corner of east five chains to the road and 6.5 
chains to Emigration Creek. He further testified that the DOT 
survey work determined that the beginning point of Little Mountain 
No. 2 was 100 feet west of the cedar post; that in drawing its 
highway plan the state shows the beginning point of that subdivision 
to be 100 feet west and six feet north of the cedar post; that 
the beginning point of the subdivision could not start at the 
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cedar post because the state's survey had otherwise located 
it as just stated; because the procedure used by the state was 
that used in locating an obliterated monument; because the beginning 
point of the subdivision it used shows the distance east to 
the road is in conformity to the original subdivision plat;-
that the state both purchased and condemned properties based 
upon its determination of the beginning of the subdivision; 
and because if the post were used all properties and the road 
would be shifted eastward about 100 feet from their existing 
location, Varoz, by placing platted drawings on a light table, 
stated that this showed that such was the result if the beginning 
of the subdivision was placed at the cedar post. 
Varoz further testified that the steel pipe at the northwest 
corner of lot 25 would be shifted about 75 feet east and 15 
feet north if the cedar post were used as the beginning of the 
subdivision and would no longer correspond to the existing corners 
of 25 and 26. Varoz said the state's right of way map establishes 
the boundary lines of the lots of the subdivision and that the 
legal documents by which the state acquired right of way property 
as shown in the exhibits, contain descriptions based upon the 
state's location of the beginning point of the subdivision. 
Varoz testified that the state's right of way map does not take 
preference over the certified county map, which fixes the cedar 
post as the southwest corner of Section 27, but that it does 
*<7n 
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establish the boundary lines of the lots and the beginning point 
of the subdivision. 
Robert Jones, a licensed surveyor employed by Bush and 
Gudgell, an engineering firm since 1951 and who has supervised 
all land surveys for it for 34 years, made a survey for plaintiff 
in January, 1983, to establish the lot line between lots 38 
and 39. In making such survey Jones testified the control points 
used were two county monuments for bearings and the steel pipe 
at the northwest corner of lot 25 was used for horizontal or 
lateral control. The county monuments he used were those appearing 
upon the county survey map of Emigration Canyon Road. Jones 
said he had used the steel pipe in Emigration Canyon surveys 
since 1951 when its location was pointed out to him by George 
Gudgell at that time. From the county monuments he surveyed 
down to the steel pipe and from there established the common 
line between Lots 38 and 39. Jones produced field notes of 
other Bush & Gudgell surveys in Emigration Canyon in which the 
steel pipe was used. He said the pipe had to his knowledge 
been used as a marker for more than 45 years. 
Jones stated in May, 1962, he ran a survey for defendants 
and used the steel pipe in doing so. No survey plat was then 
made because the instructions from Struhs was not to certify 
it. Jones testified that with respect to his use of the steel 
pipe as a marker for the northwest corner of Lot 25, he had 
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tied it back to the cedar post and determined that it did not 
mathematically tie in, but rather was off 107 feet east and 
west and six to seven feet north and south. He then assumed 
the pipe to correctly establish the northwest corner of Lot 
25 and ran the survey back as originally platted to determine 
the location of the southwest corner of Section 27. He testified 
it was not at the cedar post, which, if so used, would put the 
corner of Lot 25 80 to 90 feet up the canyon from where its 
present location is said to be. He made a personal search for 
the monument at what he concluded was the southwest corner of 
Section 27 because it was the beginning point of the subdivision 
as he surveyed it to be. He measured the distance to the road 
and creek from this point and said his measurements compared 
closely to the original BLM notes, which measurements, if taken 
from the cedar post, would put the road and creek where they 
are not actually located. Jones stated he had requested the 
county surveyor at least two dozen times to locate the true 
section corner to give surveyors something valid to work with 
but without success. Section 17-23-9, Utah Code Ann., 1953 
as amended, places the duty upon each county surveyor, on order 
of the county commissioners, to at once re-establish missing 
or obliterated government lines and corners and perpetuate the 
same by suitable monuments. 
l£5 
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Jones1 testimony was, as shown by his survey plat for plaintiff, 
that defendants' chain link fence ran southward 79 feet from 
the dividing line between Lots 38 and 39 along the west side 
of the roadway and then angles into Lot 39 for a distance of 
44.9 feet in such a direction that the west end of the fence 
is eight feet north from the south line of Lot 39 or about 92 
feet south from its north line. 
Jones expressed the view that the Killyon subdivision overlaps 
Little Mountain No. 2 by about 47 feet, based upon his mathematical 
calculation and the assumption that the location by the county 
of the northwest corner of Section 27/ the beginning point of 
the Killyon subdivision, was accurate. 
Plaintiff also called James C. Schuchert as a witness. 
He has been a licensed surveyor in Utah since 1965. Prior to 
October, 1983, when he formed his own company, Schuchert was 
employed by Coon, King and Knowlton. While so employed, he 
made a survey of the McMillian property which consisted of the 
lower 1/2 of Lot 41 and Lots 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49 
and the north 1/2 of 50. The survey was made in 1975 and again 
in 1979 when additional land (including the lower 1/2 of Lot 
41) was acquired by McMillian. Schuchert also made a survey 
for plaintiff based upon his McMillian surveys. 
Schuchert testified he began his survey from the cedar 
post which he assumed to be the southwest corner of 
tss 
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Section 27 and surveyed up from that post and could not make 
anything fit. He examined the recorder's records and found 
deeds that made reference to a concrete wall and the steel pipe 
and from the pipe he ran a survey back towards the cedar post 
and determined where he thought the subdivision should be located. 
He assumed then that the steel pipe was at the northwest corner 
of Lot 25 and stated his position was that the roadway was an 
indication as to where the subdivision should be and that if 
the cedar post were used, it would push the subdivision across 
the road and east of it. He testified that to him the road 
was a monument and by use of the cedar post as the beginning 
point of the subdivision, the west boundary of the subdivision 
would correspond to the west side of the road. 
Schuchert stated his knowledge of the steel pipe came from 
references to it which he found in recorded deeds and that its 
use made properties more nearly fit to existing conditions. 
During his work he obtained the BLM notes and township plat 
and found no chain of evidence that the sandstone monument noted 
therein as being the southwest corner of Section 27 had been 
replaced by the cedar post. He said he was more concerned with 
where the subdivision was established than with the location 
of the post and he considered how the subdivision was laid out 
was more important than where the point of beginning was stated 
to be, expressing the view that the original surveyor of the 
^ <"*> "*"* 
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subdivision may not in fact have actually located the southwest 
corner of the section. 
In his survey for plaintiff he utilized the McMillian survey, 
the steel pipe and "other" monuments. His survey put plaintiff's 
house 86.4 feet from the south line of the north 1/2 of Lot 
41 and 46.3 feet west of the east line with the north side of 
the house 134 feet from the north line of Lot 39. His survey 
also shows defendants constructed a chain link fence to extend 
77 feet south of the northeast corner of Lot 39. His survey 
of plaintiff's property was, according to Schuchert, consistent 
in making the south line of plaintiff's property identical to 
the north line of McMillian's property, which would be along 
the middle line of Lot 41. He added that if the cedar post 
were taken as the point of beginning of the subdivision, the 
west line of plaintiff's property would coincide with the east 
line as surveyed from the steel pipe, the south line would shift 
about 14 feet to the north and plaintiff's house would not be 
on his property. 
Schuchert also testified that if a beginning point is not 
found, the procedure to be followed was to use other monuments, 
streets, fences, corners of lots and parol evidence. He said 
he looks for the best evidence and he considered the steel pipe 
at the northwest corner of Lot 25 to be the "best evidence", 
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although he assumed the steel pipe to be at that northwest corner 
and stated the validity of his survey was based thereon. 
Carl Larsen, a licensed engineer since 1966, the county 
surveyor from 1975 to 1979, and an employee of Bush and Gudgell 
for 15 years, testified as a witness for plaintiff. Larsen 
was involved in the 1962 survey made at defendants' request 
for the survey of one lot line. No plat was then made but the 
field notes written at the time were received into evidence. 
The pipe was used in the Struhs survey in 1962 and stakes were 
installed for the lot line. On January 17, 1984 Larsen signed 
a survey plat he had made at plaintiff's request of Lots 37 
and 38 and of Lots 25 through 36. In doing so he used two county 
monuments and the steel pipe. In his use of that pipe he said 
he was aware of a number of recorded documents using it, of 
the number of surveyors using it as a control, of the DOT use 
of it on its 1936 plat, and was aware that if used it seemed 
to fit the conditions of the subdivision. 
Larsen said he was aware of the cedar post and he knew 
that if it were used as the beginning point of the subdivision 
the subdivision would be shifted to the east and homes of the 
parties would lie outside of the subdivision. He testified 
the north-south distance from the northwest corner of Section 
27 to the cedar post was 2 x 2612.93 feet or 5225.86 feet, that 
he knew the north-south distance required by Killyon and Little 
1S3 
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Mountain No . 2 exceeds that by about 40 feet but that if the 
post were not used , the north-south distance available in the 
section was substantially more than if the cedar post was used. 
On his plat Larsen shows defendants' fence to be about 
five feet east of the east boundary of Lots 37, 38 and 39 and 
borders the west side of the roadway. He fixed the distance 
of the McMillian fence on the south and the fence line of defendants 
to the north as being 175 feet, stated the fence turns westward 
into Lot 39 upon a bearing of S 88° 30f W, while the south line 
of Lot 38 has a bearing of N 79 08f W on the original subdivision 
plat, and thus varies from 80 to 90 feet from the north line 
of 39* 
Larsen said his survey was dependent upon the validity 
of his use of the steel pipe as a marker for the northwest corner 
of Lot 25, together with other features shown on his plat such 
as houses and fences. Larsen discredited the use of the word 
"assumptions" by surveyors and said he prefers to use the phrase 
"professional decision." 
William F. Biggs testified as a witness for plaintiff, 
stating he owns the lower 1/2 of Lot 50 and the upper 1/2 of 
Lot 51, having acquired it in 1973 under a real estate contract 
which refers to the steel pipe in its description and ties it 
to a concrete retaining wall. He testified that if the Coon, 
King and Knowlton survey is used, his house is 35 feet south 
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of his north boundary and is 40 feet south of the McMillian 
fence, adding that he and McMillian established where the latterfs 
fence would go but not as a boundary between their properties. 
Defendant Struhs testified he purchased his Lots 37 and 
38 in 1962 and Lot 1 of Killyon in 1965. He asked George Gudgell 
for a survey in 1962 and said Gudgell had advised him he had 
made several surveys and could not tie Little Mountain No. 2 
into Killyon and he would not certify his survey and so Struhs 
said it was of no use to him. He testified he built his house 
in 1965 on Lot 37, making his determination from "existing land 
marks and topography." However, on cross-examination it was 
brought out that both his application for a building permit 
and a proof of appropriation of water filed by him shows the 
house was to be built on parts of both 37 and 38. 
Struhs testified he had installed his chain link fence 
after a survey by Bush and Gudgell, that the fence extended 
north and south 130 feet but he could not say the southeast 
corner of this fence coincided with placement of a stake by 
Bush and Gudgell. He claimed the boundary between Lots 38 and 
39 was where he put the fence and contended the disputed line 
bisected plaintiff's house. He acknowledged he had placed dirt 
with a front end loader along the north side of that portion 
of the chain link fence that extends westward from the road, 
13 
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doing so as part of his flood control work. He hired James 
Sturke to do a survey for him. 
James Sturke testified he lives in Emigration Canyon upon 
Little Mountain Subdivision No. 1. He has been a licensed surveyor 
since 1979. He has performed survey work in Killyon, Little 
Mountain No. 1 and for defendant only in Little Mountain No. 2, 
and was hired by defendant Struhs in May, 1983, to survey Lots 
37 and 38 and Lot 1 in Killyon. He was doing survey work in 
Killyon when defendant approached him. In his survey Sturke 
used as his control point the northwest corner of Section 27, 
which was the beginning point of the Killyon subdivision as 
platted in 1909. He accepted Cassity's point (the county surveyor) 
as being on the north line of the Killyon subdivision and physically 
measured down the Cassity line through Killyon and made calculations 
on Cassity1 s stated north line. He put stakes on Lot 1 of Killyon, 
got bearings of Lots 37 and 38 from Cassity1 s work and set the 
corners thereof based upon Killyon which he said appeared to 
be contiguous to Little Mountain No. 2. Sturke1 s survey plat 
placed the southeast corner of Lot 38 about 20 feet north of 
Struhs1 chain link fence. As to the southwest corner of 38 
Sturke found a post and considered that to be it. He testified 
there was an overlap of Killyon and Little Mountain No. 2 but 
he did not certify his survey because he is aware that the controls 
for the two subdivisions still remain in question. 
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On cross-examination Sturke said as to the northwest corner 
of Section 27 and the beginning point of Killyon, the distances 
do not match, and suggested the possibility that the beginning 
point of Killyon is not the northwest section corner. He also 
said he assumed the two subdivisions to be contiguous because 
Lots 1 and 37 have the same bearings. He calculated the north-south 
distances required by the two subdivisions to be 5272 feet, 
but said the BLM notes showed one mile between the northwest 
and southwest corners of Section 27. He concluded there was 
an overlap because he said the distance from the northwest corner 
to the cedar post was only 5225.86 feet. He said he had not 
located the north 1/4 corner of Section 27, that he had tried 
to locate other corners without success, and that his survey 
was based solely upon the Cassity survey (Ex. 40-P) • 
Carl Larsen was called in rebuttal by plaintiff who testified 
that considering Sturke1s survey plat, the roadway would be 
shifted about 50 feet west into the west lots of the subdivision. 
Plaintiff in rebuttal testified he and Struhs measured 
his frontage and found it 73 feet short of what it should be. 
This would be as measured from the McMillian fence along the 
middle line of Lot 41. In this regard it is noted that the 
original 1910 subdivision plat reflects that plaintiff's property 
should have an east side frontage of 252.16 feet. 
i-33 
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It was based upon the evidence as summarized above that 
I ruled, as noted supra, at the end of the evidence and before 
argument that it was clear from the evidence that the cedar 
post could not be the beginning point of Little Mountain Subdivision 
No. 2 and that the county surveyor's establishment of the cedar 
post as being the southwest corner of Section 27 could not shift 
the beginning point to that post and thereby shift the whole 
subdivision to the east. In so ruling I suggested to counsel 
that any argument on that point should not be necessary. 
At that point in the proceedings I also ruled that based 
upon the evidence presented, neither party would be entitled 
to an allowance of attorney's fees under Section 78-27-56 of 
the Code, and that no evidence thereon should be offered, as 
I could not find from the evidence presented during the trial 
that the defense asserted by defendants was "without merit" 
and not asserted in "good faith." 
It is clear from the evidence that defendants' surveyor 
witness, James Sturke, endeavored to locate the dividing line 
between Lots 38 and 39 by measurements made from the beginning 
point of the Killyon subdivision which purports to be the northwest 
corner of Section 27. He made no effort to locate the beginning 
point for the Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2. While his 
testimony was given and his survey plat was received without 
* *~*/* 
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objection, it is noted that in Barbizon of Utah, Inc. v. General 
Oil Company, 24 Utah 2d 321, 471 P. 2d 148, our supreme court 
made it clear that the location of boundary lines cannot be 
ascertained without reference to section corners or quarter 
corners as established by the survey incorporated in an original 
patent (the center of the section), and that efforts by the 
defendants therein to establish a boundary, when in their chain 
of title a guarantor had converted the description of the land 
conveyed from the center of the section to a tie with the southeast 
corner of the section and its relationship to an established 
railroad line was not valid. Thus, Sturke's effort to establish 
the location of the boundary line between Lots 38 and 39 by 
beginning his survey at what he considered to be the beginning 
point of the Killyon subdivision cannot be accepted as achieving 
that result. Although Lot 1 in Killyon, which as stated is 
owned by defendants, lies north of Lot 37 of Little Mountain 
No. 2, which is the northernmost lot in the latter subdivision, 
there is no evidence that those two lots are contiguous to each 
other. Although the south line of Lot 1 and the north line 
of Lot 37 have the same bearings, the two subdivisions have 
their separate points of beginning, making it clear that when 
Swenson surveyed and platted the two subdivisions in 1909 and 
1910, he did not begin Little Mountain No. 2 where Killyon ended 
at Lot 1. Some witnesses expressed the belief that the two 
X^^ 
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subdivisions overlapped while other evidence suggested that 
since the original BLM field notes show that the northwest corner 
of Section 27 was 80 chains from its southwest corner, the 5280 
feet distance leaves a hiatus of at least eight feet between 
the two subdivisions. 
Defendants contend that if the fence constructed by McMillian 
around his property is accepted as accurately placed, giving 
plaintiff 252.16 feet of frontage on the east side of the lots 
leaves him shortchanged on the frontage the subdivision plat 
shows he should have along the east side, although he so contends 
without any proof as to where his lots or their corners are 
actually located. It was defendants1 attempt to avoid this 
result that led to their construction of the chain link fence, 
the result of which was to reduce plaintiff's frontage on the 
east side by at least 73 feet, and thereby resulted in this 
lawsuit. 
At the conclusion of the trial the main thrust of defendants1 
argument was not that their evidence established the fence as 
being on the true boundary line between Lots 38 and 39, but 
rather that plaintiff failed to prove by a preponderance of 
the evidence any encroachment of their fence upon plaintiff's 
property and thus no trespass. The basis of this argument is 
that all of plaintiff's witnesses erroneously based their surveys 
establishing the boundary between the two lots by use of the 
/i <~* *~* 
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steel pipe and their assumption that it truly marked the location 
of the northwest corner of Lot 25 of the subdivision. 
There is no doubt that the steel pipe was so used by witnesses 
who attempted to locate that boundary line, nor is there any 
doubt that if the steel pipe be accepted as validly establishing 
that corner of Lot 25, the encroachment of defendants' chain 
link fence onto the east frontage of and into Lot 39 is clearly 
established. There is no evidence in the record as to who placed 
the steel pipe at its existing location, or as to when it was 
placed, or as to how the party placing it established that point 
as being the true location of the northwest corner of Lot 25 
as platted by Swenson on his original 1910 survey. As already 
noted, if the cedar post installed by the county surveyor as 
the southwest corner of Section 27 is accepted as the beginning 
point of the subdivision, the steel post has no validity as 
a true marker of that corner and the whole subdivision becomes 
a hopeless mess. While the county surveyor has the statutory 
duty of locating lost or obliterated monuments, as noted supra, 
he might establish that corner for future use but he cannot 
thereby shift property lines in an established subdivision whose 
beginning point is, in fact, not at the cedar post. 
All witnesses were in agreement that the cedar post could 
not be the beginning point of the subdivision and that such 
point was at least 100 feet to the west and several feet to 
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the north of the post. None of the witnesses who testified 
were ever successful in locating the original sandstone marker 
which the 1881 field notes of the BLM described as being placed 
at the southwest corner of Section 27. Swenson's plat of Little 
Mountain No. 2 shows he was then the county surveyor and as 
such certified his own plat to be correct. As noted, his beginning 
point was defined as the southwest corner of Section 27, but 
the plat makes no reference to any sandstone monument at that 
point and his field notes are not in evidence. There is no 
affirmative evidence to establish the location of the southwest 
corner of Section 27 as created by the 1881 survey. Acceptance 
of the steel post as the northwest corner of Lot 25 by various 
surveyors and their surveys back to the point of beginning of 
the subdivision does not re-establish that southwest corner, 
but does show that the point of beginning of the subdivision 
is not, and could not be, the cedar post. 
In Barbizon (supra) our Supreme Court cited with approval 
the following: 
"But the government surveys are, as a matter of 
law, the best evidence; and if the boundaries of land 
are clearly established thereby, other evidence is 
superfluous and may be excluded; the best evidence 
is the corners actually fixed upon the ground by the 
government surveyor, in default of which the field 
notes and plats come next...." 
As set forth in my summary of the testimony, DOT employee 
Joseph Varoz testified the DOT field book notes agreed with 
H flR 
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the original BLM notes with respect to calls from the southwest 
corner and that its survey map made in DOTf s work of obtaining 
land from owners for road construction purposes shows the steel 
pipe at the northwest corner of Lot 25. Robert Jones in his 
testimony stated that after determining the cedar post could 
not be mathematically tied into the subdivision, he surveyed 
back from the steel pipe to what he considered to be the southwest 
corner as the beginning point of the subdivision and made measure-
ments which he said compared closely to those mentioned in the 
original BLM field notes. 
It is my opinion such use of the original BLM field notes 
in verifying the point of beginning of the subdivision as measured 
back from the steel pipe verifies the steel post as accurately 
marking the northwest corner of Lot 25 and I so find. Thus, 
its use in the surveys made, as testified to by the witnesses, 
as a true marker of that corner is validly done and I so find. 
In so ruling, I note in the record an absence of proof 
by defendant as to the location of his own lot corners or boundary 
lines. He contended that the portion of the chain link fence 
running west was on the property line between Lots 38 and 39, 
but stated that if extended he would bisect plaintiff's house. 
He had a couple of surveys, one in 1962, in which boundary stakes 
were placed, but they were never used by defendants as a deter-
mination of their property line. It appears from the record 
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that in constructing his fence defendant Struhs was more concerned 
with the placement of the McMillian fence and undertook to fence 
off a tract of land he considered as his own without regard 
to plaintiff's lots and their frontage along the east side. 
It may well be that surveys of property in Emigration Canyon 
leave something to be desired, but neither the location of other 
lot lines in the subdivisions in the canyon nor the rights of 
other owners are before the Court, and this Court is unable 
to even consider the same. The issues before the Court in this 
lawsuit relate only to the location of the common boundary between 
Lots 38 and 39 and the validity of the use of the steel post 
as a marker in establishing that boundary. 
Therefore, I find the defendants1 chain link fence extends 
along the frontage of Lot 39 by at least 73 feet and that in 
its turn to the west it intrudes into Lot 39 for the length 
of that fence. I thus find that defendants have committed a 
trespass upon plaintiff's property for which the injunctive 
relief requested by plaintiff should be granted. At the time 
of trial counsel for plaintiff stated monetary damages for the 
trespass were not being sought, but that in lieu thereof plaintiff 
requested an order of the Court directing defendants to remove 
the chain link fence from Lot 39 and along its frontage on the 
east side thereof, and for removal of the dirt which defendant 
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Struhs dumped along the north side of that portion of the fence 
running west onto Lot 39. Such requested relief is granted. 
Counsel for plaintiff is directed to prepare appropriate 
Findings and Conclusions, together with a Judgment, unless the 
parties by written stipulation waive the same pursuant to Rule 
52(c) in view of this written Memorandum Decision. 
Dated this J/ "day of August, 1984. 
All H.CR0FT "<«T~^ 
M C T COURT JUDGE 
ATTEST 
H. DIXON+HNQLEY 
By *~C -YrtfiAfi 
Deputy 
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K. E. STRUHS and 
JACQUELINE STRUHS, his wife, 
Defendants. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. C-82-3418 
(Judge Bryant croft) 
The trial of the above-captioned case having been held 
on July 17, 18, 19, and 20, 1984, before the Honorable Bryant 
H. Croft, Judge of the Third Judicial District Court, Salt Lake 
County, Utah; with John S. Chindlund of the firm of Prince, 
Yeates & Geldzahler appearing for plaintiff, and Roy G. Haslam 
r ,;; i 
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of the firm of Biele, Haslam & Hatch appearing on behalf of 
defendants; and the Court, having reviewed and considered the 
pleadings on file herein, the exhibits presented at trial, the 
testimony of the witnesses and the parties, the final arguments 
of counsel, and having issued its Memorandum Decision, and 
being fully advised in the premises, hereby makes the following 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 (hereinafter 
"Little Mountain") and Killyons Subdivision (hereinafter "Kill-
yons") are located in Emigration Canyon, Section 27, TIN, R2E, 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian. Little Mountain lies to the south 
of Killyons. E. G. Swenson platted both subdivisions; in 1909 
he recorded the subdivision plat for Killyons in the Salt Lake 
County Recorder's office, and in 1910 he recorded the subdivi-
sion plat for Little Mountain in that office. The beginning 
point for Little Mountain, as stated in the recorded plat of 
the subdivision, is the southwest corner of Section 27. The 
plat makes no reference to a sandstone monument at that point, 
although the original 1881 BLM field notes refer to a sandstone 
monument having been placed at the southwest corner of Section 
27. The beginning point for Killyons, as stated in the 
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2. Plaintiff is the owner of Lots 39, 40 and the 
northerly half of Lot 41 in Little Mountain. The recorded 
Little Mountain Subdivision plat establishes that plaintiff's 
property has an east side frontage of 252.16 feet. 
3. Defendants are the owners of Lots 37 and 38 in 
Little Mountain and Lot 1 in Killyons. 
4. Plaintiff's Lot 39 lies directly to the south of 
and shares a common boundary line with defendants' Lot 38. 
Plaintiff acquired his Lot 39 by purchase in 1966. Defendants 
acquired their Lot 38 by a quit claim deed dated June 27, 1962. 
5. When Section 27 was originally surveyed by the 
Bureau of Land Management (hereinafter "BLM") in 1881, the 
original field notes state that a sandstone monument was placed 
at the southwest corner of Section 27. This sandstone monument 
has never been located, although searched for by independent 
surveyors and the Salt Lake County Surveyor's office. 
6. The original BLM field notes made in conjunction 
with the 1881 BLM survey, contain calls from the southwest 
corner of Section 27 of five chains east to the road and 6.5 
chains east to Emigration Canyon. The BLM field notes also 
contain data showing distances along the west boundary line of 
Section 27, north from its southwest corner, of two chains to 









chains to the top of a north-south ridge, 40 chains to a point 
where a sandstone marker 16" x 9" x 8" was set for the west 1/4 
corner by which a mound of stones was erected, and 80 chains to 
the corner for Sections 21, 22, 27 and 28 (the northwest corner 
of 27) where a limestone monument 14" x 9" x 6" was set with 
stated markings and a stone mound alongside. 
7. At some indefinite time in the past, the Salt 
Lake County Surveyor inserted a 6" x 6 " cedar post in the 
ground and declared it to be the southwest corner of Section 
27. If the cedar post is used as the beginning point of Little 
Mountain, the entire subdivision is shifted to the east approx-
imately 107 feet and to the north approximately six feet, leav-
ing the homes of some of the owners of the west lots of the 
subdivision outside of, or upon the west boundary line of the 
subdivision. Nothing fits in surveys made in Little Mountain 
when the cedar post is used as the beginning point of the sub-
division and with respect to plaintiff's property, the use of 
the cedar post as the beginning point of the subdivision would 
result in plaintiff's house no longer being situated on his 
property. 
8. The Salt Lake County Surveyor's office has done 
no work to locate the platted beginning point of Little Moun-
tain or any lot corners in Little Mountain. 
9. The Salt Lake County Surveyor's office has done 
no work in an east-west direction to compare the location of 
the cedar post to the location of the southwest corner of Sec-
tion 27, as identified in the original BLM field notes. 
10. The Utah State Department of Transportation 
(hereinafter "DOT") performed a survey of Emigration Canyon 
between 1932 and 1936. 
11. The DOT field notes relating to its survey agree 
with the original BLM notes, including the calls from the 
southwest corner of Section 27 of east five chains to the road 
and 6.5 chains to Emigration Creek. 
12. During the course of this survey, the state sur-
veyors found the cedar post which had been installed by Salt 
Lake County and used it as a tie to monuments for road stations 
13. The DOT survey determined that the beginning 
point of Little Mountain was 100 feet west and six feet north 
of the cedar post. The drawing of the DOT survey Drawing No, 
G-97 (the right of way map) located the beginning point of 
Little Mountain at this latter location and platted the sub-
division and the lots therein from this point. 
14. The procedure used by DOT in locating the begin-
ning point of Little Mountain was that used in locating an 








of Little Mountain to the road, as shown in the DOT'S right of 
way map, conforms to the distance from the point of beginning 
of the subdivision to the road, as shown on the original 
recorded subdivision plat, 
15. The DOT's right of way map of Little Mountain 
sets forth the boundary lines of the lots of the subdivision 
based upon the location of the beginning point of Little Moun-
tain, which as determined and drawn by the DOT, was 100 feet 
west and six feet north of the cedar post. 
16. The legal documents by which the State of Utah 
purchased and condemned right of way property in Little Moun-
tain contain descriptions based upon the location of the begin-
ning point of Little Mountain as determined and drawn by the 
DOT in the right of way map. 
17. The DOT's right of way map shows a steel pipe 
located at the northwest corner of Lot 25 in Little Mountain. 
The southwest corner of Lot 26 in Little Mountain is contiguous 
to the northwest corner of Lot 25. There is no evidence in the 
record as to who placed the steel pipe at that location, when 
it was placed, or how the party who placed it established that 
point as being the true location of the northwest corner of Lot 
25 as platted by Swenson on his original 1910 survey. 
18. Norman Andreason purchased Lot 26 in Little Moun-
tain (located on the east side of the canyon roadway) in Sep-
tember, 1949, and the steel pipe was in place at its southwest 
corner at the time of purchase. 
19. The land surveying firms of Bush & Gudgell, Coon, 
King and Knowlton, and Larsen & Malmquist have made a number of 
surveys of properties in Little Mountain (including surveys of 
plaintiff's property) since 1951 utilizing the steel pipe as a 
control point. These surveys have recognized the steel pipe as 
being located at the northwest corner of Lot 25 of the 
subdivision. 
20. The aforementioned surveys make properties in 
Little Mountain fit existing conditions, including the roadway, 
houses and other structures (including the homes of John 
McMillian, Jr., William F. Biggs, Norman Andreason and plain-
tiff), a concrete retaining wall on the west side of the road-
way (which is tied to the steel pipe in the real estate con-
tract, pursuant to which Biggs acquired the lower one-half of 
Lot 50 and the upper one-half of Lot 51), and the fence that 
surrounds the property of John McMillian, Jr., which includes 
the north one-half of Lot 50, Lots 49, 48, 47, 46, 45, 44, 43, 
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21. A number of recorded deeds conveying property 
within Little Mountain, including deeds to and from Salt Lake 
County in the late 1940 's and early 1950*3, utilize the steel 
pipe as a reference point and identify the steel pipe as being 
located at the northwest corner of Lot 25 of Little Mountain. 
22. The steel pipe has been used as a marker for 
surveys in Little Mountain for more than 45 years, including 
surveys performed for John McMillian, Jr., who owns the prop-
erty immediately to the south of plaintiff, and William F. 
Biggs, who owns the property immediately to the south of 
McMillian. 
23. Surveyors have tied the steel pipe back to the 
cedar post and have determined that the location of the cedar 
post does not conform to the location of the beginning point of 
the subdivision as set forth on the recorded plat of the 
subdivision. 
24. Surveyors who have utilized the steel pipe to 
locate the beginning point of Little Mountain have determined 
that such beginning point is approximately 107 feet to the west 
and six to seven feet to the north of the cedar post. The 
beginning point of Little Mountain as thus determined closely 
conforms to the location of the subdivision beginning point set 
forth in the DOT'S 1936 survey. In addition, the distances 
from this point to the road and to Emigration Creek compare 
closely to the distances from the southwest corner of Section 
27 to the road and creek as stated in the original BLM field 
notes. 
25. If the distances from the southwest corner of 
Section 27 east to the road and creek as identified in the 
original BLM notes are measured from the cedar post, then the 
road and creek would be situated where they are not actually 
located. 
26. If the cedar post is accepted as the beginning 
point of Little Mountain then the northwest corner of Lot 25 
would be pushed up the canyon 75 to 90 feet from the present 
location of the steel pipe. 
27. Carl Larsen, while an employee of Bush & Gudgell, 
ran a survey for defendants in May, 1962, utilizing the steel 
pipe as the horizontal or lateral control point. Although 
stakes were installed by Larsen on the boundary line between 
Lots 38 and 39, now survey plat was made because defendants 
instructed Bush & Gudgell not to certify the survey. 
28. In January, 1983, Robert Jones, a licensed sur-
veyor employed by Bush & Gudgell, performed a survey for plain-
tiff to determine the location of the boundary line between 








the steel pipe as the horizontal or lateral control point. 
James Schuchert, a licensed surveyor employed by Coon, King & 
Knowlton, and Carl Larsen, a licensed surveyor employed by 
Larsen and Malmquist, also performed surveys for plaintiff 
which utilized the steel pipe as the horizontal or lateral 
control point. Each of these surveys located the disputed 
boundary line in the same location, which was the same location 
as the line which was staked for defendants by Bush & Gudgell 
in 1962. In performing these surveys, the surveyors concluded 
that the steel pipe was located at the northwest corner of Lot 
25 of Little Mountain, as originally platted. 
29. The original BLM field notes state that the 
north-south length of the west side of Section 27 is 5,280 
feet. The north-south distance required to accommodate both 
Killyons and Little Mountain is 5,272.06 feet. The north-south 
distance between the cedar post and the existing Salt Lake 
County monument in the area of the northwest corner of Section 
27 is 5,225.86 feet. If the beginning point of Little Mountain 
is to the west of the cedar post, there will be substantially 
more north-south distance available in Section 27. 
30. In 1979, defendants installed a chain link fence 
which ran north and south along the easterly line of the sub-
division lots lying west of Emigration Canyon Road. From 
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its southern most point near the west side of Emigration Canyon 
Road, said fence runs in a westerly direction approximately 45 
feet. Defendants did not use the boundary stakes, which had 
been installed by Bush & Gudgell in 1962, to determine their 
property line. In 1984 defendants placed a substantial amount 
of fill dirt on the northerly side of this 45-foot section of 
fence. The bearing of this 45-foot section of fence is S 88° 
30f W, while the bearing on the south line of Lot 38 on the 
original Little Mountain Subdivision Plat is N 79° 08' West. 
31. Defendants asserted that they built their house 
on Lot 37 in 1965, making their determination as to the loca-
tion of their property from "existing land marks and topog-
raphy." However, the building permit and proof of appropria-
tion of water filed by defendants establish that defendants 
built their house on Lot 38 and the lower part of Lot 37. 
These documents show, respectively, defendants' house to be 
approximately 40 feet and 25 feet north of the common boundary 
line between Lots 38 and 39. 
32. The survey introduced at trial by defendants was 
performed by James Sturke, a licensed surveyor. Sturke's 
survey purports to locate the common line between Lots 38 and 
39 in Little Mountain by measurements made from the presumed 
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assumed that the present Salt Lake County monument at the 
northwest corner of Section 27 was the point of beginning of 
Killyons and that Killyons and Little Mountain were contiguous, 
as originally platted. 
33. The evidence presented does not establish that 
the monument used by Sturke as his beginning point is located 
either at the point where the original BLM notes describe the 
location of the monument at the northwest corner of Section 27, 
or at the point of beginning of Killyons, as originally platted. 
34. Sturke's survey is uncertified and Sturke made no 
attempt to locate the beginning point of Little Mountain. 
Sturke has performed no other surveys of any other property in 
Little Mountain. Sturke did not locate the west one-quarter 
corner of Section 27 or any of the other section corners he 
attempted to find. 
35. Although Lot 1 in Killyons lies north of defen-
dants1 Lot 37 and the south line of Lot 1 and the north line of 
Lot 37 have the same bearings, the two subdivisions have their 
separate points of beginning, making it clear that when Swenson 
surveyed and platted the two subdivisions in 1909 and 1910, he 
did not begin Little Mountain where Killyons ended at Lot 1. 
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36. Sturke performed his survey for defendants in the 
fall of 1983. Defendant Kenneth Struhs was present when Sturke 
installed a stake in the ground at a point Sturke believed to 
be the southeast corner of defendants' Lot 38. This stake was 
placed about 20 feet north of the southeast corner of defen-
dants1 fence. Sturke advised defendant Kenneth Struhs at the 
time of installing this stake that the stake was installed 
where Sturke believed the southeast corner of Lot 38 was 
located. 
37. Under Sturke's survey plat the roadway through 
Little Mountain would be shifted about 50 feet west into the 
west lots of the subdivision and defendants' house would be in 
the platted road. 
38. The survey performed for plaintiff by James C. 
Schuchert shows that plaintiff's house is situated 86.4 feet 
from the south line of the north 1/2 of Lot 41 and 46.3 feet 
west of the east line with the north side of the house 134 feet 
from the north line of Lot 39. This survey also shows that 
defendants' chain link fence extends 77 feet south of the 
northeast corner of Lot 39. 
39. The survey performed for plaintiff by Carl Larsen 
shows that defendants' fence lies about five feet east of the 
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of the roadway. The distance between the McMillian fence to 
the south of plaintiff's property and the fence line of defen-
dants to the north is 175 feet. At the south end of defen-
dants' fence, the fence turns westward into Lot 39 upon a 
bearing of S 88° 30' W. Since the platted south line of Lot 38 
has a bearing of N 79° 08' W, the distance that the fence 
extends down into Lot 39 varies from 80 feet where the fence 
turns westward to 90 feet where the fence terminates. 
40. The survey performed for plaintiff by Robert 
Jones shows that defendants' chain link fence runs southward 79 
feet from the dividing line between Lots 38 and 39 along the 
west side of the roadway and then angles into Lot 39 for a 
distance of 44.9 feet in such a direction that the west end of 
the fence is eight feet north from the south line of Lot 39 or 
about 92 feet south from the north line of Lot 39. 
41. Plaintiff and defendant Kenneth Struhs measured 
the distance of the frontage of plaintiff's land along the 
roadway between the McMillian fence on the south and defen-
dants' fence on the north. This distance was 73 feet short of 
the 252.16 feet of east side frontage contained in plaintiff's 
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42. Aside from Sturke's survey, defendants presented 
no proof as to where their lots or their corners are actually 
located or that defendants1 east side frontage, as shown on 
Little Mountain plat, will be reduced by giving plaintiff 
252.16 feet of frontage on the ease side of plaintiff's lots 
commencing from McMillian's fence. 
43. The beginning point of Little Mountain is not and 
could not be located at the cedar post. The beginning point of 
the subdivision is at least 100 feet west and several feet 
north of the cedar post. 
44. In constructing their fence, defendants were more 
concerned with the placement of McMillian's fence and undertook 
to fence off a tract of land they considered their own without 
regard to plaintiff's lots and the east side frontage thereof. 
45. Defendants' chain link fence extends along the 
frontage of plaintiff's Lot 39 by at least 73 feet, and in its 
turn to the west it intrudes into Lot 39 for the length of the 
fence. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Section 17-23-9, Utah Code Ann., 1953 as amended, 
places the duty upon each county surveyor, on order of the 
county commissioners, to re-establish missing or obliterated 
government lines and corners and perpetuate the same by suit-
able monuments. 
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2. In the past, the Salt Lake County Surveyor 
installed a 6" x 6" cedar post in the ground in the general 
area of the southwest corner of Section 27 and declared it to 
be the southwest corner of Section 27. 
3* Although the Salt Lake County Surveyor has the 
statutory authority for relocating or re-establishing missing 
or obliterated government lines and corners, he could not by 
establishing the cedar post as the southwest corner of Section 
27 thereby move the beginning point of Little Mountain Subdivi-
sion No. 2 to the cedar post because, in fact, the beginning 
point of the subdivision as platted in 1910 is elsewhere. 
4. The location of the point of beginning of Little 
Mountain Subdivision No. 2 designated in the 1936 Utah DOT 
right of way map of Emigration Canyon Road, Drawing G-97, is 
consistent with the location of the southwest corner of Section 
27 as described in the original BLM field notes, and with the 
distance from the beginning point of the subdivision to the 
road as shown in the original subdivision plat. 
5. The 1936 Utah DOT right of way map of Emigration 
Canyon Road, Drawing G-97, accurately located the beginning 
point of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2, as originally 
platted. 
6. The cedar post is not located at the point of 
beginning of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2, as originally 
platted. 
7. The point of beginning of Little Mountain Sub-
division No. 2 as originally platted, and as identified in the 
Utah DOT Drawing G-97, is approximately 100 feet west and 6 
feet north of the cedar post. 
8. The use of the original BLM field notes by the 
Utah DOT in its survey and by the surveying firms of Bush & 
Gudgell; Coon, King & Knowlton, and Larsen & Malmquist in their 
surveys in Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 to verify the 
point of beginning of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 as 
measured back from the steel pipe, verify the steel pipe as 
accurately marking the northwest corner of Lot 25. 
9. The use of the steel pipe as the control point in 
the surveys performed for plaintiff by the surveying firms of 
Bush & Gudgell; Coon, King & Knowlton; Larsen & Malmquist to 
locate the lot line between Lots 38 and 39 was proper and such 
surveys accurately located said lot line. 
10. Defendants survey performed by James Sturke is 
not probative as to the location of the lot line between Lots 
38 and 39 of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2, because his 
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point of Killyons Subdivision (without regard to the location 
of the beginning point of Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2) 
and because the survey was based upon the erroneous assumption 
that Killyons Subdivision and Little Mountain Subdivision No. 2 
were contiguous, when the evidence establishes that the two 
subdivisions are not contiguous. 
11. Defendants' chain link fence extends along the 
frontage of Lot 39 by at least 73 feet and in its turn to the 
west it intrudes into Lot 39 for the length of the fence. 
12. Defendants have trespassed upon plaintiff's 
property. 
13. The evidence presented during the trial does not 
support plaintiff's claim that the defense asserted by defen-
dants was "without merit" and not asserted in "good faith." 
14. Neither party is entitled to an allowance of 
attorneys' fees under Section 78-27-56 of the Code. 
15. Plaintiff is not entitled to an award of punitive 
damages because defendants' trespass was not willful and 
malicious. 
16. It is within the Court's discretion to issue a 
mandatory permanent injunction, and such an injunction is 
proper in this case. 
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17. The permanent injunctive relief requested by 
plaintiff, including removal of the fence and removal of the 
dirt and debris dumped on the north side of the fence by 
defendants, if demanded by plaintiff, should be granted. 
18. With respect to the fence, if it has not already 
been removed, defendants shall, without further demand by 
plaintiff, remove the fence to the extent noted in Paragraph 11 
above. Such removal shall be performed as soon as weather con-
ditions permit. 
19. With respect to the dirt and debris dumped by 
defendants on the north side of the fence, as soon as weather 
conditions permit, plaintiff may given defendants a written 
demand to remove such dirt, and defendants shall remove such 
dirt within a reasonable time following such demand. 
20. Plaintiff is entitled to a mandatory permanent 
injunction enjoining defendants, their agents, servants and 
employees from building, or causing to be built, any fences 
upon plaintiff's Lot 39 or in the area between said lot and 
Emigration Canyon Road, placing any fill or debris upon or 
performing any other acts to or upon plaintiff's property which 
lies to the south of the boundary line between plaintiff's Lot 
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21. The boundary line between plaintiff's Lot 39 and 
defendants' Lot 38 has a bearing of N. 79° 08' W and commences 
at a point which is 5 feet west from the west side of Emigra-
tion Canyon Road and 73 feet north of the present southeast 
corner of defendants' fence and runs westerly on said bearing 
from said point for a distance of 116.54 feet. 
22. Plaintiff is entitled to recover his costs herein 
pursuant to Rule 54(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED this / day of Qjjihiir, 1984. 
BY THE COURT: 
Bryant fl. croft 
Dis t r i c t Court Judge 
ATTEST 
H. DIXON HINDLEY 
By -^ -&>"«/>. Yl^n^\ 
- 20 -
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
On this Jltf~ day of October, 1984, I hereby certify 
that I caused to be hand-delivered a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW and JUDG-
MENT to the following: 
Roy G. Haslam 
BIELE, HASLAM & HATCH 
50 West Broadway, 4th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
John Walsh 
3865 South Wasatch Boulevard 
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AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
PAUL D. VEASY, being duly sworn, says: 
That he is employed in the office of Biele, Haslam & Hatch, P.C. 
attorneys for Defendants-Appellants, K. E. Struhs and Jacqueline Struhs. 
That he mailed four (4) true and accurate copies of Defendants-
Appellants Brief upon the parties to the within described action by placing 
a true and correct copy thereof in an envelope addressed to: 
John S. Chindlund, Esq. 
PRINCE, YEATES & GELDZAHLER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Respondent 
Third Floor MONY Plaza 
424 East Fifth South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
and by mailing the same with the United States Post Office, first class, 
postage prepaid, on the 23rd day of April, 1985. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 23rd day of April, 1985. 
i^fe/ ^ fr^r* 
Residing at: <3i&£ XAJ& (ffa~dL 
My Commission Expires: / 
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